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Next-Generation Sequencing: New Paradigm, Same Evidence Required?

Lieven J.P. Annemans, PhD, Ghent University; Ghent, Belgium

In this supplement to Value & Outcomes Spotlight, a very nice overview is provided about the challenges in improving patient access to next-generation sequencing (NGS) and a Plan of Action is proposed with several solutions to improve access. As clearly explained by the authors, NGS is a form of DNA sequencing that can examine millions of DNA molecules simultaneously. Through NGS, the genomic and genetic profile of a patient with cancer can be assessed, which can then be used to help guide patients to the most suitable targeted therapies.

At first sight, NGS entails benefits for all stakeholders. With one single test, multiple gene mutations can be assessed, allowing patients to receive a cancer therapy with increased likelihood of success and enabling better informed decisions. Clinicians will be more confident in the therapy choices they offer and make, since the appropriate treatments will be identified faster. The health industry will receive more credibility for having better and more appropriate treatments available, and payers and policy makers will avoid having to spend money on empiric “trial-and-error” treatments that often prove ineffective.

Patient access requires that the available and reimbursed technology is endorsed by clinicians and actually used in real practice so that patients can benefit from it.

Given those benefits, it is logical that a Plan of Action focuses on improving patient access. Of note, it is thereby important to distinguish between market access and patient access. Market access is obtained after regulatory approval and reimbursement by the healthcare system. It is essential that, in a universal healthcare system, all eligible patients who can benefit from a health technology do not face financial barriers for access to that technology. This is a human right as stipulated in article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In addition, patient access requires that the available and reimbursed technology is endorsed by clinicians and actually used in real practice so that patients can benefit from it. Patient access requires the necessary infrastructure, awareness, and education of health professionals, which appears to be suboptimal in many geographical areas. Taking a step back to market access, clear procedures for decision making about price and reimbursement of NGS and the associated cancer treatments are required. Unfortunately, large geographical differences in procedures exist and need to be addressed, as correctly stipulated in the Plan of Action.

Even more important for market access, and not overtly stressed in the Plan, is the clinical and health economic evidence that is required for a positive reimbursement decision. Indeed, with NGS, besides the described benefits, false-positive and false-negative results can occur. The consequence of a false-positive result—which happens very rarely with NGS—is that the payer pays twice: once for the test and once for a treatment that afterwards does not seem to work (the test was false-positive). The psychological consequences for the patients are also likely to be major, since all hope was set on the treatment that was predicted to work but eventually did not. The consequences of a false-negative test might even be more concerning from a health and ethical perspective. It means that patients will be denied a treatment from which they could have benefited. Moreover, even if mutations are correctly identified by true positive results (which fortunately occurs in the large majority of cases) and guide towards the right therapeutic choice, it is not a guarantee that this treatment will work in 100% of the patients with that mutation.

In light of the above considerations and the substantial price of the related therapies, the assessment for reimbursement of NGS and especially those related therapies requires evidence on effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. This means that although NGS clearly represents a new paradigm, evidence about the benefits to patients and society is still required. The authors of the Plan of Action admitted to this as one of the key issues with NGS-based therapies: there is still a lack of studies showing the benefits in terms of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) and therefore, the knowledge about their cost-effectiveness is rather scarce. Although it could be argued that the technology is likely to be cost-effective because a lot of money can be saved by avoiding ineffective treatment, the reality might be different, and this needs to be assessed. For instance, an Australian study by Doble and colleagues found very poor cost-effectiveness results of multiplex targeted sequencing in fourth-line treatment of lung cancer when compared to no further testing with chemotherapy or no further testing with best supportive care.

Although NGS clearly represents a new paradigm, evidence about the benefits to patients and society is still required.

The authors of the Plan of Action correctly argue that due to the fact that the outcome of a NGS test provides multiple theoretic treatment pathways, there is no one-to-one relationship between the NGS test and the value of one single therapy. This means that the broad benefits of NGS testing need to be accounted for when assessing the value and value for money of NGS and its related therapies. Given the specificities of the
technology, the Plan of Action proposes to establish a separate funding and reimbursement pathway for NGS testing “that provides the required flexibility and can account for changes in the value of the NGS test across time.”

The broad benefits of NGS testing need to be accounted for when assessing the value and value for money of NGS and its related therapies.

What is more urgently needed, however, is to be clearer about which type and level of evidence is required. According to Faulkner and colleagues, the ability to broadly leverage biomarkers has enabled novel trial designs that cut across disease areas or enable unique enrichment scenarios: “Adaptive and so-called ‘umbrella,’ ‘basket,’ or ‘bucket’ trials create the potential to determine treatment effectiveness in multiple diseases simultaneously.” Some HTA bodies actually have provided guidance on the evaluation of precision medicine but it is not clear to what extent these designs are sufficiently convincing for HTA bodies, some of whom are still focusing too much on the traditional randomized clinical trial paradigm. Adopting new designs and acknowledging the additional value of real-world evidence alongside outcomes-based agreements is needed.

To make progress in this field on what evidence is required, the diagnostics and pharmaceutical industry needs to start dialogues with payers and HTA bodies in order to arrive at a clear and broadly applied consensus about how much and which type of evidence is enough to allow market access to the benefit of the patients.
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The benefits of NGS in oncology

Precision medicine requires that patients are tested for genetic alterations (known as targets) to diagnose diseases and consider treatment options. NGS is a form of DNA sequencing that can examine millions of DNA molecules simultaneously, offering benefits for clinical trial enrollment or patient treatments. As illustrated in Figure 1, NGS has multiple applications for patients along the patient journey.

NGS testing has already been recommended in clinical guidelines for use in indications such as non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), cholangiocarcinoma, and prostate and ovarian cancers. There are existing recommendations on the routine use of NGS from the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO), as well as by the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO). An updated provisional clinical opinion from ASCO in April 2022 recommends that patients with metastatic/advanced cancer should undergo genomic sequencing if one or more specific genomic alterations have regulatory approval as biomarkers to guide the use of or exclusion from certain treatments for their disease. Furthermore, multigene panel-based assays (many of which are based on NGS technology) should be used if more than one biomarker-linked therapy is approved for the patient’s disease.

Figure 1: NGS delivers benefits to oncology patients across their patient journeys

Source: CRA Analysis (2022)

NGS indicates next-generation sequencing.

The benefits of NGS extend beyond the direct clinical benefits to patients. NGS may also deliver value to healthcare systems and payers and has a broader societal and economic impact as illustrated in Figure 2. The primary benefits of NGS can be the breadth of diagnostic data that it unlocks and the ability to provide a test outcome for multiple genetic and genomic mutations at once, allowing for both faster and greater diagnostic accuracy that ultimately helps guide relevant patients to the most suitable targeted therapies. For example, in care for patients with cancer, any given tumor may be driven by different mutations. When
traditional single-biomarker testing is used in patient diagnosis, multiple diagnostic tests may need to be performed sequentially. This may lead to a longer time to diagnosis and unavailability of tissue to perform these sequential tests, thus resulting in higher costs. Multiple gene alterations can be interrogated in one test when using NGS, resulting in less tissue being needed than sequential approaches to testing and the results from the dozens and hundreds of potential DNA targets obtained from one test.\(^1\) The benefits may go beyond the clinical setting as patients with knowledge of their genetic and genomic profiles may make more informed decisions (eg, treatment adherence or preventive measures). Finally, the patient’s increased knowledge about the disease and the available treatment options\(^4\) has the potential to increase the quality of life and reduce the mental burden of disease, resulting in increased well-being and a sense of personal control, thereby creating more patient-centered cancer care by aligning patient preferences with health system options.\(^5\) At the same time, we should recognize that some uncertainties regarding the use of NGS remain. Further research may be required to identify the broader benefit of NGS across different treatment stages, indications, and resource settings. In addition, there may be a need for further evidence on linkage between upfront NGS testing and patient outcomes after the NGS-directed therapy.

NGS can deliver value to healthcare systems and in the long-term, help to improve sustainability. Multiple gene testing may help reduce the number of tests required. It provides relatively fast and accurate diagnosis even in cases when biopsy samples are limited.\(^6\) This means that, in the future, NGS testing could require less effort and fewer resources expended in pathology laboratories for both testing and analysis, which could bring cost savings to the healthcare system. Most importantly, through NGS, the diagnosis of patients could be improved or accelerated, resulting in appropriate treatment or clinical trial options being identified earlier, which in turn may prevent the use of ineffective treatment and avoid societal cost. NGS has the potential to reduce the number needed to treat and thereby improve healthcare sustainability.

The data on the cost-effectiveness of NGS in particular tumor types and in particular countries and regions are growing over time. Most of these studies are based on US experience but recent studies from European countries and from Latin America show the clinical and economic benefits of NGS in multiple solid-tumor cancers, NSCLC, and early stage breast cancer.\(^7\) Because there are relatively few studies on health outcomes that provide data on cost-effectiveness of NGS and/or that report formal cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) analysis, more research may be needed in this area.

### The key barriers hindering access to NGS testing in oncology

Oncology patients are tested in primary or secondary care with a blood or biopsy sample sent to the laboratory. NGS testing is then conducted through in-house laboratory testing or by sending the sample to a central laboratory for testing and reporting.

In cases where an NGS test cannot be processed in-house but is sent to a different laboratory either in a center of excellence or in a testing facility abroad, this may lead to an increase in processing time and reporting of the test result. Regardless of where the test is performed (in-house, in a center of excellence, or abroad), test results are reported back to the patient’s oncologist and indicate whether gene mutations have been found, if a suitable treatment has been identified, and whether the patient could be eligible for a clinical trial.

The degree of access to NGS testing for oncology varies geographically as illustrated in Figure 3. The left-hand side of the map focuses on non-NGS, (ie, single-biomarker testing),
while the right-hand side represents NGS (i.e., showing less access with NGS compared to single-biomarker). The index used demonstrates that access is a multifactorial issue. Additionally, it includes a measure of laboratory access (including regional availability of diagnostic labs and the efficiency of referral pathways), the availability of NGS testing, integration of testing into clinical practice, and NGS test reimbursement. As of today, there are wide disparities within and between countries. The overall infrastructure and access environment for NGS is most advanced in the United States, where NGS testing is supported by ASCO guidelines and reimbursement is covered via Medicare and, for several indications, via private insurance. NGS testing in the United States is available in centers of excellence and through test providers with central labs.

On May 2, 2022, ISPOR organized an expert panel and open webinar to discuss the barriers to NGS access and then identify potential solutions to resolve these access barriers. After first testing the range of barriers with the webinar audience, the panelists discussed the extent to which these could be prioritized. There was general agreement among the panelists that NGS faces a set of interlocking challenges (Figure 4).

The discussion during the webinar focused on 3 of these as key barriers.

- The overall NGS policy environment and existing infrastructure:
  The diagnostic test infrastructure plays a key role in a country’s uptake of NGS testing. A national (or supranational in the case of the European Union) policy on genomic testing could be an important enabler to design the national infrastructure for NGS testing. Several countries, including France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States, have introduced national policies designed to increase investments in genomics and increase diagnostic capacity. For example, there have been initiatives in the United Kingdom (the 100,000 Genomes Project⁸) and in Germany (genomDE⁹) to establish a national genome initiative to coordinate numerous existing programs and to improve the opportunities for care and research in the fields of cancer and rare diseases. In the European Union, these have been consolidated into the 1+ million Genomes Initiative, which has the aim of collecting large amounts of genomic data for research, prevention, and personalized medicine purposes.¹⁰ Alongside the activities directly aimed at genomic testing, the Cancer Diagnostic and Treatment for All flagship initiative (part of Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan) encourages member states to develop national plans with a focus on patient access and improving diagnosis.¹¹ It will be important to turn these plans into action at the national level, addressing the divergent levels of access to high-quality oncology biomarker testing across Europe. Today, there is significant variation with Southern and Central European
countries as well as the Baltic countries lagging behind Northern and Western European countries (Figure 3) in terms of the infrastructure and funding for multigene or NGS biomarker testing. Significant work is needed at the national level for a functioning governance framework that facilitates access to NGS testing for all patients with cancer.

• Public funding regime and health technology assessment (HTA) for NGS testing:

A key barrier to NGS access is the approach to funding, including the decision making on value assessment and reimbursement. Figure 5 covers a range of countries in Europe, Asia Pacific, and the Americas and identifies wide variation in current funding of NGS. For example, in Brazil, NGS may only be covered through private insurance in specific circumstances. In comparison, in Germany there is broad reimbursement coverage of NGS panels. Looking across different countries, there is a lack of clear funding structures for NGS testing that impedes patient access. This is proving to be a major barrier to the uptake of NGS testing and a source of inequity. Patients who are treated in well-funded and/or university hospitals in larger cities are more likely to have access to diagnostic tests to facilitate cancer diagnosis and treatment selection. Even in countries where NGS has adequate reimbursement, its funding allocation may be restricted to select indications, disease stages, or patients with familiar history of cancer. Furthermore, there has been limited payer adoption of value-based payment models for diagnostics or the test component of precision medicines, partially because of the reluctance in using real-world evidence to evaluate NGS testing.

There are further barriers to the value assessment process for NGS. Many health systems do not provide a tailored pathway to assess the value of NGS testing. A further issue is identified if the diagnostic value assessment is included in the value assessment for the corresponding therapy. Due to the dynamic nature of NGS testing and the test outcome providing multiple theoretic treatment pathways, there is no one-to-one relationship between the NGS test and the value of one single therapy. Many HTA agencies, however, continue to include the value assessment of the diagnostic in the assessment of treatments, often resulting in an unfavorable outcome in the economic model. This approach is not appropriate to assess the value of a larger NGS panel, as the healthcare system benefits of NGS are broader than those that can be directly attributed to the therapy under assessment.

• Stakeholder awareness:

The use of NGS will be dependent on the treating physicians’ awareness of how NGS could benefit their patients and direct therapy. In addition, there may be a need for clinician awareness on availability of NGS technology in their local resource setting. Because NGS is a complex and technical subject, there is a need for education for all stakeholders to facilitate a shared understanding of the clinical benefit of NGS testing (both in cases where there is an associated treatment and where there isn’t), the barriers to access, and the impact these have on patients. Physicians need updated information and evidence...
One survey that interviewed European Public Health Association members found that there is a need to increase awareness of genomics among European public health professionals, as only 28.9% correctly identified all medical conditions for which there is (or is not) evidence for implementing genomic testing. As discussed in the ISPOR panel, there is a lack of understanding among stakeholders regarding the number of applications of NGS where treatments exist.

Additionally, NGS can cause concern for patients regarding how data will be shared (eg, around hereditary data impacting family members), the potential for lapses in data security around NGS testing, and how the information will be used (whether there could be implications on the premiums of their insurance, for example). A solid legal framework for data ownership and data usability that applies across borders will therefore be required.

A lack of awareness of the benefits that next-generation sequencing-based testing can provide is stifling the debate.

Prioritizing policies to improve access to NGS testing in oncology

Drawing on the discussion at the ISPOR webinar and panel discussion, there are a wide range of potentially important policies that would support access to NGS. The ISPOR panel discussion identified 3 policy initiatives that could be prioritized.

1. Establishing an effective governance framework for NGS.
   This includes encouraging governments to develop a national cancer genomics strategy that should allocate sufficient funding for investment in NGS infrastructure (eg, instrumentation and reporting software) and local expertise (eg, running the lab, report interpretation, as well as post-report services around clinical decision support and genetic counseling) to facilitate the broader uptake of NGS testing, which in turn would lead to a reduction in the cost of performing an NGS test. Appropriate funding supporting the implementation stage of the national genomics strategy would ensure that the targets laid out in the strategy are being met and that the involved stakeholders are aware of the progress and milestones. This comes with a focus on reducing disparities in access to genomic testing within the country by addressing the barriers feeding such inequities and the potential for coordination across countries in sharing scarce resources to undertake testing and interpreting the results. Policy initiatives such as the European Commission's Europe's Beating Cancer Plan have a significant role to play. In this plan, the Commission has identified an ambition to improve cancer diagnoses through the “Cancer Diagnostic and Treatment for All” flagship initiative. This identified how NGS can facilitate efficient genetic profiling of tumor cells, allowing cancer centers to share cancer profiles and apply the same or similar diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to patients with comparable cancer profiles.

2. Optimizing approaches and frameworks used to assess the value of NGS and the allocation of funding.
   This includes the call to payers to introduce a fair value assessment for NGS testing that acknowledges the broad benefits that emerge from such testing. This would recognize the value of NGS and acknowledge that the cost of NGS testing cannot be apportioned to one single treatment, recognizing the value to the cancer diagnostic and treatment journey as a whole. HTA agencies should design and implement adaptable frameworks that have more flexibility regarding the evidence requirements for NGS tests across the various test applications that incorporate the latest scientific advancements in terms of evidence. Alignment between the HTA process and reimbursement channel is an important consideration. Where necessary, establish a separate funding and reimbursement pathway for NGS testing that provides the required flexibility.
and can account for changes in the value of the NGS test across time. Aligning the funding and reimbursement pathways of NGS testing would ensure that the NGS test and the recommended treatment can be made available to patients at the same time, reducing access delays.

3. NGS will transform healthcare. Therefore, political action is needed to create a strategic framework that addresses the different aspects of funding, education, and implementational and legal considerations, and involves all stakeholders, including policy makers, clinicians, payers, and patients.

A lack of awareness of the benefits that NGS-based testing can provide is stifling the debate. Multistakeholder education on the benefits of NGS could entail collaboration with medical societies such as ESMO and ASCO to provide healthcare professionals with education on NGS and supportive comparative evidence of the available testing options to facilitate evidence-based decisions.14 These efforts may help drive implementation of NGS testing into clinical practice by creating awareness of its clinical utility. To increase patients’ perceptions of the value and awareness of NGS testing, patients could be provided with educational materials on NGS testing and clear consent forms that indicate how and with which stakeholders the NGS data would be shared.14 Finally, there is a need for the development and implementation of legal frameworks providing clarity on the data ownership and usability of genomics data that would provide more reassurance to physicians and patients of the safety of the information. Data privacy issues—including policies regarding ownership of data, usability of genomics data, and how patient privacy can be safeguarded—are worthy of further discussion and debate.

Key conclusions
Clinical practice is shifting towards an era of precision medicine. The use of genomic profiling of patients with technologies such as NGS has the potential to support the selection of therapies on a much larger scale than it is currently and has the potential to improve health outcomes while using healthcare resources more efficiently.

Given the nature of NGS technology and the broad barriers that it faces, there is agreement that holistic policy intervention will be needed (Figure 6), but the ISPOR panel agreed there are also clear priorities—such as establishing the governance framework for NGS and the approach to funding and reimbursement and educating all stakeholders—that require action in the shorter term.
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